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Diary
September21st Zoom Club Meeting
October 5th Zoom Coffee Evening
October 24th Club All Day Seminar
October 30th SAW Open Day
November 4th Zoom Coffee Evening
November 16th AGM

“Editor’s Comments”
Your Committee has been to the Gateway and tidied up the cupboard and PAT tested all of the
equipment so we are all set to get back to our meetings.
October 24th is the Seminar with Jason Breach who is an excellent Demonstrator. We are doing
things a little different this year and having a fish and chip dinner. The cost of the day is £20 all in.
Don’t forget the Graddage prize competition and Instant Gallery.
30th October is the SAW Open Day. This is a good day out with demonstrations all day and several
sales tables with tools and timber etc. There is a competition table so don’t forget to enter your best
piece made this year.
The November Meeting is the AGM. Gordon Cookson has arranged for Robert Bigio to come and
talk to us after the meeting. Here are a few words about Robert that Gordon has compiled:
Robert played the flute professionally for many years before setting up as a flute maker. He is a
well-known writer on the flute and flute manufacture and was for five years the editor of the journal
of the British Flute Society. Robert is the author of two books on the flute: Readings in the History
of the Flute, a selection of monographs, essays, reviews, letters and advertisements from nineteenthcentury London; and the recently-published Rudall, Rose & Carte: The Art of the Flute in Britain.
He also takes high quality photographs for the Bulletin of the Society of Ornamental Turners.
He will explain how he makes flutes including drying the timber, long hole boring, tuning and making replacement parts.
Finally I am taking a break next month so there will be no newsletter, unless someone wants to
cover events and write a report and take pictures, then I will edit them and prepare them for a newsletter.
Best wishes,
Ben Dick.

Making a Globe. A Presentation by Peter Leach.
The Inspiration for this project come from Richard
Findley’s Globe (Left) and Bellerby’s Globe
(Right) Bellerby’s is the last traditional Globe
maker left and their globes start at about £1500 and
can cost Many thousands of pounds for a truly gigantic one. They are all hand made and hand
painted.

Peter thought that a desktop Globe would be an ideal project and
decided on one like this Bellerby Desktop model that runs on ball
bearings.

Peter made a cup with 5 balls but found that it was a little unstable so he made his globe with 6 balls. He drew out a plan
and set to work.

Here is a picture showing how the wooden ball bearings are arranged to support the globe.

Peter used his lathe to cut a circle from stiff cart to act as a
profile for the balls when he turned them. I thought this was
a particularly novel way to do it.

Turning the bearings between centres three at a
time.

The balls are completed and placed in their cup to form a
bearing race.

The globe itself is turned between centres from an
Ash log that Peter has had stored for a long time so
it was nice and dry. Note how he has set the drive
centre into the log for safety.

True to form Peters timber has lodgers in the form of
bark borers that had infected the bark and cambium
layer, Peter will need to turn that off.

There is a small amount of bark left which will
have to be turned away so the globe can be drawn
with the map of the world on a nice clean background.

Now that Peter has the blank in the round he notices
that there is a crack to one side of the blank so he
moves the equator of the globe along to leave the
crack in the waste end.

With the equator moved along Peter can start to turn
the sphere that will form the globe.

The globe is turned so the next job will be cutting of
the ends ready for the next task which is mounting it
between cups and turning away the stubs then sanding
the globe.

Peter next mounted the globe on two specially made
centres with bolts to hold it in place so that it could
be marked up.

Most maps of the world are squared up and
they stretch out the countries near the poles
making them distorted but this map is much
more accurate and will be easier to transfer
to the map.

With the globe mounted on the lathe Peter can mark
off the latitude lines which are the lines that run
around the globe like the equator and the tropics.
Peter has devised a jig to help with the marking. He
can place the pencil against the globe and rotate it to
draw the lines. These lines are drawn at 10 degree
spacings.

Using the indexing tool supplied by Paul
Howard (AKA Inspector Gadget) Peter can
mark the lines of Longitude which are the
ones that run from Pole to pole. (easy to remember because they are all the same
longth) The lines are all set at 20 degree spacing.

Finally Peter draws the countries on with
pencil copying the outline from the map
one square at a time, some task when you
consider that there are 252 squares. The
lines and countries are then re-drawn with
pen.
Thanks to Peter for an excellent presentation.
Editors note: I think this project could be
improved with a couple of coats of Dulux
to colour in the countries.

Turning a root ball. A You Tube demonstration by Phil Anderson.

Rather than do a long
write-up on this item I am
including a link so that
you can watch this yourself:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?
v=5RhlcOmtIdw&t=2s

This is the root ball before Phil
started work on it. Please note
that if you attempt to turn something as gnarly as this you need
to pay careful attention to safety
precautions. Firstly watch your
speed, always wear a face shield
and stand out of line with the
piece, in case a section should
break free. Also it would be advisable to wrap the piece in a
strong tape. I recommend Extreme Parcel Tape From Screwfix.

The finished piece.
Note the gap in the
side wall.
A nice demonstration
from Phil.

How to microwave a wood blank to dry. A presentation by Paul Nesbitt.

The process is simple and will not damage, make marks or leave any odours in the microwave.
If you are unsure about this it is time to buy your wife a new microwave and have her old one for
the workshop.
I have rough turned this Ash blank. I have not turned a
spigot as it is a thin piece (2”) and I can dry it without
turning out the inside.
For a large bowl the process is more involved.
• Turn out and rough shape the outside and cut a spigot.
• Mount onto the spigot tightly (as wood is wet).
• Turn the inside.
• The 10% rule applies here, ( 10” bowl = 1” thickness).
• Cut a spigot at the bottom of the bowl (inside).
• Check that your chuck will fit inside and that you can
get the key into the chuck.
• If not, the spigot will have to protrude from the bottom of the bowl.

The Settings.
Most importantly it Must Be on defrost.
The Microwave time settings
5 minutes for 900W.
6 minutes for 800W.
7 minutes for 700W.
Please note that I am doing what it says on the bag,
Recycle.

Fluff the bag up and put the blank inside, fold the handles
underneath and place outside in the cold.
Repeat the heating and cooling cycle
Now you have to do a turn.
Every time you do this turn the bowl over.
Bowl up
Bowl down
Bowl up
Bowl down.
And so on.
This ensures that you are taking moisture from each side.

Thank you Paul for a very Informative and interesting Presentation.

